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THE DAUGHTER'S DILEMMA

IT is two years to' the day since the passing of Jawaharlal Nehru. The
interregnum of Lal Bahadur Shastri, it now seems, hardly mattered

at all; with Mrs Indira Gandhi reigning as Prime Minister, it is possible
to simulate the belief that the Nehru era has not really ended. And Mrs
Gandhi was telling the members of the AICC this week that her father's
words continue to echo 'in her mind; the three pillars laid by Nehru-
democracy, socialism and ,secularism-continue to guide her policies and
actions as Prime Minister; she would rather leave office than deviate from
them,

If all this were true, truly all time would be eternally present, and time
future would be present in time past. But alas, other echoes inhabit the
garden. ,"et there be no illusions nurtured on this score. Certainly even
during Jawaharlal Nehru's long and majestic domain, there were many
instances when the three mottos of socialism, secularism and democracy
were turned into shibboleths. Nehru's socialism stopped at overturning
the interests of the near and de.ar on,es, inside and outside the ruling
party; his programme for expansion of the public sector merely provided
a canopy for ambitious and scheming civil servants who were in league
wi.th the evil elements in private industry. Nehru's secularism too could
often engender blind spots: it could coexist with the' performance of
Hindu rituals at public ceremonies organised at Government expense, and
could turn strangely inert when religious minorities were being set upon
at Jubbulpore, Calcutta, Rourkela and Jamshedpur., Similarly, his con-
cept of democracy could always accommodate the exigencies of Congress
politics, and took cognisance of the fundamental right of some privileged
people to be more equal than others.

~nd yet, there was a difference. Despite the follies and the foibles,
despite the quirks arid the deliberate cautions, Jawaharlal Nehru was a
sovereign being, and could assert the empirical primacy of his ideological
belief whenever he so willed. He was nobody's sucker, and he did not
allow, at least till 1962, either his judgment or his actions to be moulded
for him by others, be they his own countrymen or benevolent advisers from
other shores. A persistent deviation from the proclaimed principles had
not quite become "the general rule even during his twilight days. Nehru
could arouse himself to abrogate the Voice of America a?;reement once
its implicati0l-1s,. in terms of the nation's honour and independence, were
explained to him.

True, as Mrs Gandhi plaintively invokes, she is her father's daughter.
That, however, is a meagre point of genealogy, hardly worth of much
significance. In her mind, she might still continue to hold firm her father's
trinity of ideals-secul~riSfn, s.ocialism and democracy-but it has stilI to
be said that, in her case, what might. have been is indeed an abstract.ion,
remaining a perpetual possibility only' in a world of speculation. For,
unlike her father, she is not free. These are blunt words, but they still
need to be said. Her father was Prime Minister of the country on his
own right; the charisma and the source of strength were his own; none
could therefore have dared to control his policies and. ration his measures.
In contrast, Mrs Gandhi is Prime Minister becaUse she, is her father's
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daughter, and some interested parties
are anxious to exploit, for their own
mundane ends, this identity of hers.
However hard she might try, she
would not be allowed any suzerainty
of will and opinions. Her four brief
months in office have brought out the
fact that the governance of this coun-
try is no longer under the direction of
the. Prime Minister; it is now vested
in the several Union Ministries, each
of them running a parallel govern-
ment, and the sixteen quasi-indepen-
dent federating States. Furthering
the short-term interests of each indivi-
dual self has, in' this melee, supplant-
ed the goal of upholding the honour
and principles of the nation. Mrs
Gandhi is there simply as a symbol of
tolerance. The day she decides to shed

. her tolerance, the dance of the mario-
nette will have a different denoue- I

ment.

Policies For the Hungry

Newspapers are cheaper than rice
and there is no tax on' listening to
"news" broadcasts at pan-bidi shops.
So people with varying degrees of
what is called malnutrition have been
provided with an image of Congress
Party leaders earnestly discusing a re-
solution food policy at the AICC ses-
sion in Bombay. With large areas in
the country in the grip of a severe
drought, the ruling party thought it
appropriate to highlight their concern
over unforeseen natural calamities. All
it could think of was to urge the Gov-
ernment to provide for crop insurance
to take care of nature's caprices. But
is prolonged drought, often followed
by devastating floods, really at} un-
forese~n phenomenon in India? Con-
gressmen, if they had any honesty
left, should have asked their execu-
tive wing what had been the net re-
sult of' the elaborate and expensive
show staged over the last 18 years in
the name of 'irrigation and flood con-
trol. But nature is a convenient en-
tity to put the blame on ; there is not
even a Gandhi to see in nature's
wrath some form of divine punish-
ment for human failings. The mo-
dern astrologers whom Ministers be-

friend do not encourage such disturb-
ing superstitions.

Since ideals, as Mrs Gandhi put it,
must go with pragmatism, the AICC
suggested that a significant part of the
food distribution machinery should
remain under social control. How
large a part is significant according
to Congress thinking, however, re-
mains unclear. At.a meeting with
Congress MPs from West Bengal, Me
Subramaniam, than whom there could
hardly be a greater apostle' of prag-
matism in the matter of food, was re-
ported to have thought the procure- .
ment target in this State too ambi-
tious and suggested freer movement of
rice. Two days later the Food Min-
inster denied having made the reo
marks attributed to him, though 'he
did not reveal what in fact he had
said. But he need not have worried
at all; the West Bengal Government
seems already converted to his prag-
matic line of thinking. Latest reports
suggest that the State Food Depart-
ment has resigned itself to the possi-
bility that distribution of rice in rural
areas under the system of modified
rationing may have to be stopped.
In fact, one newspaper report last
weekend specifically mentioned an
identity of opinion between the Cen-
tre and the State that it was the areas
under statutory rationing that needed-
to be looked after first; which means
that the rural areas could be left at
the mercy of jotedars and unscrupul-
ous private traders. None but' the
most naive will doubt this conclusion
from the arrest of ten jotedars last
week.

This is not to suggest that action
against anti-social elements, however
nominal or half-hearted, is not to be
welcomed; what i.s dangerous is the
Government's tendency to use a show
of action as a cover for its failure or
unwillingness to act in the manner
really needed .. The areas mentioned
in connection with "recalcitrant"
jotedars are not without some interest
to students of the West Bengal poli-
tical scene; it seems remarkable that
two districts of Midnapore, and not
the areas affected by the recent distur-
bances over acute food scarcity, came
in for special mention in. connection

with a poor response to the Govern·
ment's levy orders. What is being
done about the blackmarketeers in
and around Calcutta or the hoarding
jotedars in districts where the ruling
faction of the Congress Party has not
yet gone out of business?

Election Alignments

Mr Atulya Ghosh would probably
have become a member of the Con·
gress Party's Central Election Com·
mittee anyway, but the Working Com·
mittee did not want to leave that to
any kind of chance and appointed
him to fill the vacancy on the Con·
gress Parliamentary Board caused b~
Mr Shastri's death. The decision
might well have been taken after Mr
Ajoy Mukherjee's talks in ew Delhi
had made it quite clear that there
was no hope of any accommodation
being reached between the WBPC
and Mr Mukherjee's BangIa Congress
Mr Ghosh himself might also have told
the Congress High Command in •
Delhi that he did not care even fo
any temporary rapprochement wi
the dissident group. Whatever t
reason for the emphatic decision, one
element of uncertainty about
alignment of force~ in next year's el
tions in West Bengal is now final
removed. There will perhaps
nothing to obscure Mr Ghosh's p
pose or to cramp his style-wheth
in the struggle or in its outcome.

The leftist Opposition in the Stat
has reason to be happy at this pola .
zation, although proposed arran
ments to avoid triangular contestsw
have to be devised with compl
realism. The BangIa Congress a
parently intends to contest 100 to I
seats, out of a total of 280. Is
Mukherjee certain of success in 100
If he is not and is at the same ti
really sincere about his purpose
ousting the "official" Congress,
should re·examine his plans. In
event, the United Left Front, if
ously interested in winning a rna
rity, can hardly afford Flot to cdn
100 to 150 seats. In certain cases,
fact, a split in the Congress vote
tween the ruling and dissident gro
may well be to the ULF's advant
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e are matters of detailed tactics
hich will not doubt be thoroughly

JSSessedduring Mr Mukherjee's nego-
ljationswith the DLF.

The ULF itself will have to find a
dearer unity of aims and policies
within its own ranks than has been
evidentin recent weeks. "The diver-

nees.between the two Communist
Partieshave shown no signs of being
narrowed down; mutual acrimony
mayin fact increase after the recent..
AITUC session. Disputes over ideo-
logy or fundamental aims of leftist
policyin India may be consciously

spendedand conceal~d for purposes
v£an electoral alliance, but this may

ult in a diminution of the vigour
ith which members of a particular
ty will approach the electorate.
agreed statement of policy, which

ay emerge for the elections, must
vesufficientemotional support from

ifferentconstituent units to be effec-
iveupon the electorate. In any case,
ilisputedtopics which may, be le.£tout
f thestatement are now being widely
vcrtised and may not be entirely
rgotten even in the excitement of

elections. The Left CPI itself,
re disciplined than qther parties
the ULF, is reportedly undecided

boutsome aspects of its policy. This
neither unnatural nor necessarily
desirable;what is undesirable, for
y party or united group of parties,
to allow uncertainties to continue
en when the time comes for' single-
'nded action. No party does any

to itself by giving the impres-
n, however mistaken or uninten-
nal,of being unsure of its purpose
d unaware of the means of -achiev-

it.

About Nothing

In formulating the scheme of
ndment of the Defence of India

t and the rules framed under it,
r GulzarilalNanda must have b.een
ering under a delusion. What
e him presume that the people

vemorefaith in the sense of justice
d fairness of the Ministry over
. h he presides than in the Home

tments of State Governments is
wn only to himself. .But he is

NOW

wholly, wrong in this presumption.
The countrywide arrest of Left" Com-
munists could not have been result of
a conspiracy of States without the
knowledge and consent of the Centre.
Mr Nanda's stout defence of the ac-
tion in 'Parliament and elsewhere aod
the White Paper he circulated have
not been forgotten.' If the State Gov-
ernments have been quite liberal in
using the Defenc~ of India Rules to
detain without trial inconvenient po-
litical opponents, the Centre has not
been less so in areas administered by
it. If the statements of some of the
Chief Ministers are to be believed,
they acted with the concurrence of the
Centre. Mr P. C. Sen has gone fur-
ther and said that he detained the Left
Communists in West Bengal under
Central directions. The severe stric-
tures of the Supreme Court were occa-
sioned by the misuse of the Rules in
Kerala, which is under Mr Nanda's
MinistrYr

In- retrospect, it would appear that
the vague talks of all these weeks of
lifting the Emergency and revoking
the Defence of India Act and Rules
were designed to create a myth that
the democratic will of the Centre was
being ,thwarted by the State Chief
Ministers. It is quite possible that
the much-publicised opposition of the
State Chief Ministers to the Centre's
proposals was part of a grand strategy
to make the Government at New
Delhi appear more democratk than
its underlings in the States. What
these proposals exactly were are not
known; but if they are in the nature
of what has been announced in Par-
liament, all reports of the Centre's
liberal attitude are just nonsense. The
Chief Minister~ could not naturally be
happy at the proposals, for they, have
been indirectly indicted of misusing
the powers. But memories of past
collaboration may assure them that
they will still be able. to exercise these
powers, though through the Centre.
Of course, they would have liked to
retain these :powers lfor therniselves,
and they must have tried for it till the
last. In spite of their posture of in-
jured innocence, they should not find
it difficult to reconcile themselves to
the proposals, especially when there is

no reason to suspect that the Centre
will be unsympathetic to their needs.
After all, whatever Mr Nanda may
think of it, the lJnion Home Ministry
is not a judicial body, and its review
of the recommendations of State Gov-
ernments can be no more than a
worthless preliminary to inevitable en-
dorsement.

The announcement of the decision
must have been deliberately held back
till the last day of the budget session
of the Lok Sabha, for this will permit
the present arrangements to continue
for at least another two months. Per-
haps the Government also thought,
and rightly, that on the last day there
would not be an)J time for opposition
to build up against the rejection of the
demands for revocation of the Emer·
gency flnd repeal of the Defence o[
India Act and Rules. Mr Nanda's
assurance that in future the DIR
would be applied strictly to meet the
n~eds of national security is a mean-
ingless redundance unless he concedes
that in the past a different principle
was followed by the State Govern-
ments and the Centre. The only peo-
ple who may delight in this assurance
are hoarders, profiteers and black-
marketeers against whom the Rules
were applied in some States, though in

I a small measure. All others, includ-
ing the Press, remain under threat.
It is little known that while the' State
Governments have made full use of
the provision in the DIR for deten-
tion without trial, the Centre has in-
voked almost all of these Rules at one
time or another during the last four
years. The State Governments have
no doubt become accustomed to rule
by extraordinary, powers, but the Cen-
tre has been more so. Its attitude of
self-righteousness seeks to ensure that
it does not have to grow out of this
habit.

Secession?

A correspondent writes:

With the arrest of Sheikh Mujibur
Rahaman and a number of his asso-
ciates, talk in East Pakistan of auto-
nomy seems rather subdued, for ob-
vious reasons, though the sentiment
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.
also discloses that Mrs Indira Gandhi,
during her March visit to Paris, dis·
cussed the possibility of French help
in building the nuclear power plant
at Kapakkam in Madras State and
this plant, though geared to peaceful
purposes, would produce plutonium
slag that could be useful in fuelling
a nuclear explosion. If what this
usually well-informed correspondent
reports is correct, the thinking has now
shifted in favour of an underground
nuclear explosion with some "peace-
ful" objective as digging the Rajas-
than canal or deepening the harbour
in Goa. Militarily it might mean n
thing but the explosion would, f
the sake of diplomatic argument.

But the fall-out in London was un
usual too. The British Governme
has been seriously examining Mi
Swaran Singh's statement and it
most likely that Mr Wilson would
discussing the nuclear umbrella or i

tion of the East Pakistan Press. It says
that. New Delhi is acting as the go-
between for the U.S. which wants to
have a very large finger in the Indo-
nesian pie after the mass massacre of.
the Communi.sts, but is wary of not
exposing the military j'unta at Djakar-
ta by rushing to help it. Russia also
gets her share of the blame, in an in-
direct w~y, for "softening .up" in the
face of American strength. In an an-
niversary tribute to Rabindranath one
weekly quoted a poem in which
Tagore says that though science-vul-
tures are tearing up the earth, a time
will come when their dripping, b]ood-
red claws will lose their grip, links it
with the happenings in Vietnam and
declares that though the revision-
ists" are scared of nuclear confronta-
tion, man' will triumph in the long
run; had Tagore been alive he would
have asserted his faith in the victory
of men over weapons.

EVERY time China explodes a nu-
clear device, there is heavy poli-

tical fall-out in New De]hi. The air
umbrella lobby and the nuclear rain-
coat lobby get cracking and almost go
critical like the atomic reactors. But
the samplings of the political fall-out
from the last blast are somewhat dif-
ferent, in that it did not look like the
usual fall-out that would dissipate
though not disappear in time. Mr
Swaran Singh said vaguely that the
decision not to develop nuclear wea-
pons might be reversed if the threat
to India worsened. But the bomb was
not coming yet. One does not know
if Mr Swaran Singh and Mrs Gandhi
were only warding off pressures from
the bomb lobby and from the officials
who run the Government by proxy.
Washington Post's Warren Unna
quotes a top Indian official as saying:
"We do not want a bomb; we just
want an explosion." Warren Unna

NOW

ther the report is true or not does not
matter so long as it rings a bell; East
Pakistan feels that she was left in the
lurch last year for the sake of Kash-
mir.

Kashmir apart, India now is often
ridiculed for her dependence on the
U.S. The rulers of Rawalpindi are
not spared either. It is said that the
Pakistani Finance Minister was told
in Washington that, since the econo-
mies of India and Pakistan are com-
plementary, there is no reason why
aid to India in one sector should not
be duplicated for a similar sector in
Pakistan, and vice versa. Back home
the Finance Minister is sa"idto be busy
selling the idea. Mr Asoka Mehta
at this end might be able to further
enlighten the Indian public on this
matter.

The ntw emerging friendship be-
tween New Delhi and Djakarta is the
subject of caustic comment in a sec-

Delqi Letter
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for a sort of separate identity is as
strong as ever. There are two trends
in the movement. The Awami League
is impatient of Rawalpindi, of the
broken trade ties with West Bengal
and does not attach much importance
to Kashmir. Sheikh Mujibur Rahaman
was a little too forthright while talk-
ing to foreign correspondents and his
statements almost smacked of secession
-though it is nowhere mentioned in
his six-point formula-and the con-
cept of secession is as unwelcome to
Rawalpindi as it is to New Delhi. He
paid the price. But--and this is signif.i-
cant-he and his associates are also
often attacked by the National Awami
Party dominated by Maulana Bhasani.
NAP points out that when, years ago,
it spoke of autonomy the Awami Lea-
gue opposed if on the ground that
East Pakistan had already, achieved 98
of the substance of it. The NAP is
also sarcastic that the six-point formu-
la makes no reference to the demands
and aspirations of the toiling masses
and does not link the call for auto-
nomy with the struggle against Ame-
rican imperialism in Asia, against the
barbarities in Vietnam. There is a
lurking suspicion that the ~wami Lea-
gue has something in the cupboard
which it does not ~ant to show at the
moment. Does the League want to
be much too friendly with India, who,
according to the NAP, is fast becom-
ing a satellite of the U.S. ?

The NAP thinks that the demand
fot autonomy should not be some-
thing confined.to East Pakistan alone;
it is the common demand of the sup-
pressed Punjabi, Sindhi, Baluchi and
Pathan who were steamrollered into
one unit to counter-balance East Pa-
kistan. It wants it to be a part of the
movement against the Emergency,
denial of civil rights, and the mount-
ing food crisis and rising prices. And
since no country is an island, the
movement is also part of the wider
struggle against U.S. imperialism,
against any attempt to compromise
with it.

China, in this wider, anti-imperial-
ist context, is welcomed. In the nar-
rower one, she is praised for her re-
ported warning to India last Septem-
ber not to attack East Pakistan. Whe-
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lant when he yisits India this Octo-
. When Mr Swaran Singh talked
a multi-national guarantee of a

uc1ear free zone in Asia he was not
ctly meaning a nuclear umbrella.

ne should note that the guarantee
s not demanded of all nuclear Pow-
, which means France is to be ex-

uded from the agreement. Secondly,
e guatantee ne~d not necessarily be
ough the United Nations. The
viets floated som,e plan of this
d three years ago when Mr

ehru wa~ alive, as a "trial" balloon
nd the nuclear Powers were con-
<kntially sounded about it. Even

it is true, it relates to the period
hen China had not emerged as a
uclear Power. There is a qualitative

erence now. When the first Chin-
explo ion took p~ace in 1964, the

t~ Mr Sha tri sought a unilateral
rantee from 1\11' Wilson who pro-

'sed it publicly but when the domes-
reaction was hostile, Mr Shastri

d he did not ha,·e a unilateral gua-
tee in view and that he wanted
Soviet Union to be a guarantor

well. But in the new situation,
ne of the three Big Powers, the

ted tates, Britain or the Soviet
n, would like to make such a
itment.

Foundation is not likely to
id 0 ea ily as all that. The Gov-
ent is facing the criticism stoical-

bu without energy, and the U.S.
bassador i the most di turbed
. He i belicved to have sent a

ng report to Washington. The
undalion idea could have been bet-

old, if it i really as old as March
when an oral understanding is
to have been reached and even

namc of the outfit had been agreed
: The elnu-Kennedy Founda-

fr Chester Bowles has report-
Washington that the Govern-

t of India did not assess pos-
public reaction to the idea pro-

'1 and took public opinion for
ted. The critics of the Founda-
aeized the initiative in attacking
d the Government's stand has
too much on the defensive. Par-
1'1. the Government has all
been trying to make out that

NOW

it was Mr Shastri's commitment.
New Delhi is seeking a change in the
draft agreement to provide for an

. Indian chairman in the place of the
bi-national chairmanship by rota-
tion. This surprises the Americans
because the chairmanship going to the
recipient country, in a joint vent~
is untenable.

Perhaps, opposition to the Foun-
dation would have worn thin had not
the New Ym·k Times disclosures on
the CIA coincided with the Founda-
tion debate. The New York ITimes
man in Jew Delhi, Anthony Lukas,
who shares this view, reported Now's
view as the representative Left-wing
opinion in the country:

"A Left wing weekly in Calcutta
called Now recalls in its current-
issue the use C.I.A. made of a
Michigan· State University proj'ect
in South Vietnam.

"In this light the weekly asks:
can Prime Minister. Mrs Indira
Gandhi 'ensure that among the
American scholars who would en-
ter this country under the Founda-
tion', auspices !there will not be
some whose mission would be to
train local agents on how to liqui-
date the Prime Minister herself in
case she fails to be subs~rvient to
the United States Government· ...

•
The Emergency stays, after all. And

the reason is it cannot be ended I The
West Bengal Government is report~d
to have taken the stand that it is .,
border State and therefore it did not
want to release the Left Communists
or revoke warrants on them. Mr
P. C. Sen, found expected support
from Mr N anda and together they
wanted the status quo continued in
the State. Ironically, it was Mr Atulya
Ghosh who fought this and won out,
though his reasoning is a little bizarre.

-He convinced Mr Nanda that Left
Communists like Mr Promo de Das
Gupta should surface immediately if
the Leftist unity in the State which
developed during the food agitation
·was to be broken. This unity was
likely to grow if Mr Jyoti Basu was
the only Left Communist leader deal-
ing with the other parties.

West Bengal politics came to the
Capital last week with Mr Ajoy Mu-
kherjee who told us that the BangIa
Congress would contest only 150 of
the Assembly seats lest they helped
the Congress or the Left Communists
by splitting votes. And if no party had
majority after the elections, they
would not think of a coalition with
the official Congress or the Left Com-
munists. About the Right Commu-
nists, they' had not thought yet.

The deputation of the Kerala Con-
gress (rebel Congress) managed to
meet the Prime Minister, ostensibly
to discuss a non-political matter and
tried to draw her out on Kerala po-
litics. The rebel Congress is in no
mood to merge with the Congress and
all that they would agree was to a
joint front of the Congress, the Mus-
lim League and the Kerala Congress
to defeat the Left Communists. After
all, the Cohgress might veer "found
to this position and may not set up
candidates against the Muslim Lea-
guers if they contested as Indepen-
dents.

The rebel Congressmen from Kerala
sounded Mr Ajoy Mukherjee about
forming an all-India organisation of
rebels but Mr Mukherjee refused to
walk into the trap. Between the ex-
treme right-wing Kerala Congress, led
by the Catholic Church and the Nair
reaction, and the BangIa Congress
which claims to a socialist force, there
is nothing in common except their
common Congress origin. But hav-
ing Mr Ajoy Mukherjee as their no-
minal all-India leader would give the
Kerala rebels a stature which they
now lack.

•
. Tailpiece: Mystery of whether there
is of' there is not famine in India is
easily solved. There is famine when
Mr Subrahmaniam, Minister for Food
and Agriculture or Mr Mehta, Minis-
ter for Planning, is in Washington
since that is likely to produce more

, American aid.
There is no famine when t~ey re-

turn home to their Parliamentary
benches because that would reflect ad-
versely on their respective Ministries.
-Rawle Knox in Daily Telegraph.
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dhi's-voluminous writings that he had
any feeling for it.

( Indians do not tend to be clean in
the way Japanese or Thais or the
Du teh tend' to be clean.
Trickery

Another quality with which the
foreigner soon becomes acquainted is
what he regards as trickery.

The aptitudes for simulation and
dissimulation is fairly widespread in
India.

From certain kinds of Indian de-
fence of opportunism on to duplicity
and not keeping your word, and then
on to plain corruption, is not a long
step.

Putting your fellow Kashmiri Brah-
mans or your fellow V.P. men first,
or if you s~eal government funds oJ'.
subvert justice in the interests of a
cousin, that is not wrong,

I think this will do as sampling of
Mr Crocker's critical remarks. These
gain weight from the fact that he
is over-generous to the good qualities
of 'Indians, for example, the intellec-
tual ability of the Hindu. Even in the
South Indian Brahmin in whom he
admires it, I find it to be as ineffec-
tual as the Hindu's moral sense.

And this adverse judgment is COn-
sistent with the uniform tradition of
the Western judgment of the Hindu
character. I wonder if Mr Crocker
has fully realized that he is only add-
ing to the formidable case law which
was broadening from precedent to
precedent in the entire course of Indo-
British relations. The same things
were said in far less polished and in-
tellectual language in every mess and
club.

This, as I feel, is the most valuable
and challenging aspect of Mr Croker's
book for us Indians, if, of course,
we want to understand ourselves apart'
from our besotted national vanity and
the screaming hysteria which aCCom-
panies it. In my new book I have
written: "So, the revision of history
as well as the revision of policy leaves
the old unfavourable judgment un-
touched. It stands as a challenge to
everyone who would offer an alterna-
tive interpretation of the Hindu cha-
racter .... No new interpreter will
reach dependable conclusions about.
the Hindus by treating these old judg-
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author with the subject, and it is cer-
tamly not an attempt to understand
the maelstrom while being sucked in-
to it as my books are. Yet through-
out in its apparent ObjectIvity, there
is an uneasYteeling conung from what
1 fiave called the permanent Western
reactlOn to us.

There' is, hrst, th~ undertone of
perplexity which comes to the surface
tVerywhere in the book wnenever Mr
Crocker is raismg Ius questlOns and
is implied even m his explanatlOns,-
whiCh appear to be more like attempts
to persuatte himself than others. 'lnis
attItude is part and parcel of the time-
less bewiIttermenll of the Western
mmd in the face of every,thing Hmdu.

After that there is the explicit
criticism, which Mr Crocker has been
able to suppress, despite his conscious-

, ly exercised will. to be sympathetic and
understanding. If I may say so, his
sympathy appears to come from a/
sense at· intellectual duty while his
criticism is ·spontaneous. I give some
examples of his criticism.

The European, ideas of moral res-
ponsibility are meaningless in certain
areas of Hindu life.

The idea of 'Human Rights' is as
alien, to traditional Hindu thinking as
is the European idea of romantic
love. , •..'

Hindu morality has not the same
clear-cut distinction between good and
evil as Christianity or Islam has.

Some animals are treated as if they
ha<f"'a quasi-divine status. Yet the
same people can treat, or suffer others
to treat, animals with much cruelty.

Europeans often find something
elusive about Indians, not excluding
their greatest, such as Gandhi or
Nehru. Handling Indians can indeed
feel like handling a fish: you think
you have got a grip of them but they
somewhow slip through your fingers.

There are relatively few Indians
who have a feeling for the beauty, of
Nature. There is no sign in Gan-

Australian On Nehru
And His India

An

NEHRU: A Contemporary's Estimate.
By Walter Crocker.
With a foreword by Arnold Toynbee.

lienand Unwin, London. 1966. Price 285.

NlRAD C. CHAUDHURI

IHAVE laid a self-denying ordi-
nance on myself not to read anYI

bookOilcontemporary India by a con-
temporary Occidental, for the reasons
into which I need not go here. So,
normally, I should not have read Mr
Crocker's book.· But being on terms
of friendship with him I did, and I
Jeel I did well. The book has given
mea fresh taste of the European's re-
action to things Indian, which has al-
waysinterested me and has lately, in-
ftuenced me in' offering the series of
mterpretations of the nat,llre of things
Indian, of which The Continent of
Circe is the first. If I had read this
bookbefore I began writing mine, its
fourth chapter (which is devoted to
the problem of understanding the
Hindus) would have been written
with a strengthened sense of purpose.
There seems to be a permanent cast
of the Western reaction to India,
which the recent changes are quite in-
.capableof modifying sigl1ificantly.

Some years ago a very. intelligent
rench diplomat said to me that all

Europeans or Occidentals who came
to India very soon reached two ex-
tremes-either they became uncritical
and even su'persft'itious partisans of
ndia, or they acquired an unconquer-

Gble revulsion from everything In-
dian. "I", he added, "belong unfor-
tunately to the second category:" Both
the reactions get into print if the ob-

rver happens to be a writer ion a
al sense or is merely afflicted by the
'sease cacoethes -s-cribendi. In ex-
eme cases the partisanship is slop,
d the criticism very. bad-tempered.
Here, however, is a book which is
e product of a very strong reaction
ut which has neither partisalliShip
r denigration. The style 'is cool,

eutral, judicial. There is no perso-
al or passional involvement of the



ments as dishonest. It is only by ad-
mitting their bona fides that one can
get past the denigration."

The challenge becomes all the more
formidable when the criticism comes
from a man who. is so intellectually
competent and at the same time so
sympathetic to India as Mr Crocker is.

I come now to the specific subject
of the book, whose interest and value
as a first-hand testimony is quite dis-
proportionate to its length-which is
only 179 pages. .

There is, first, the general account
of Indian life, traditions, and perso-
nalities offered expressly in Chapter
2, and incidentally elsewhere. The
essay is intended for those who know
little or nothing about India, and
therefore a good deal of elementary
irlformation had to be given. I shall
not say that this was u!1necessary, for
I am sure much of the information
will be found useful even by the An-
glicized Hindus whom, as a general
rule, I have [ound to be absolutely
ignorant of Hinduism apart from the
current :m}1ths.
Attitude To. Time

I am indeed surprised by the acute:
ness of Mr Crocker's perceptions, even
when he cannot be anything but
casual or elementary, as for example
when he says that the notion of trans-
migration of souls "gives the Hindu
a different attitude to time from us.
For us time goes along a line; for
the Hindu it goes in circles-; and the
circles repeat themstlves endlessly."
He is absolutely right. It is due to
the belief in rebirth that no personal
disappointment in one birth crushes
a Hindu; that he can be happy with-
out achievement; that he can be lazy
with a good conscience. But these
perspicacities are not related to any,
general theory of Hindu l1fe. Mr
Crocker's recognition, a correct recog-
nition, of the symptoms of Hindu life
is not a diagnosis of the disease or a
discovery of its aetiology; contempo-
rary Hindu life is a chronic disease,
which needs to be gone through to
be understood.

These perceptions are also ad hoc
and not integrated with a larger
scheme of exposition-an inadequacy
which makes ~or an artistic incomple-
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teness in the book. Everybody who
looks at a picture or listens to a piece
of music with some thing more than
casual interest, knows what relation-
ship the background bears to the
main subject of a painting and what
the bass part bears to the melody, in
the treble or middle register. All the
parts cohere, and the background or
the bass throws the main subject or
part into clear relief .. Mr Crocker's
background or bass is not extensive
enough for this. But I cannot quar-
rel with him, for nothing more could
have been done in a book of this
length, and I know how niggardly
British and American publishers are
in respect of the length of books on
India. I think it is only I who can
impose works of any length on them
without adventitous appeal or aid.

The second feature of Mr Crocker's
book is his firsthand evidence as to
Nehru, contemporary Indian person-
alities, and things Indian. This is abo
solutely fascinating, and very valuable.
It is virtually impossible to get au-
thentic reactions from anybody, about
these big guns, especially from In-
dians of education and mental calibre,
whose pronenes~ to sycophancy is
noticed by Mr Crocker. My direct
knowledge of them is nil, for the
simple reason that 1do not accept the
basis of social relations which is laid
down by them: that every person not
of equal worldly, position with them
should come to them as a courtier to
a king, if not as a boot-licking cur to
a man. So lowe whatever knowledge
I have of the personalities and condi·
tions to others, mostly to my foreign
friends. Not all of them are as bold
in offering their experiences in print
as Mr Crocker has been. So, he is
specially appreciated by me. From
my general knowledge I could indeed
have deduced many of his concrete
experiences, and perhaps even invent-
ed stories on the same lines to illus-
trate them. But they would have
been imagined, not experienced. To
have found what was only imagina-
tion in me as reality was my special
delight in the book.

Estimate of Nehru
Mr Crocker offers his estimate of

Nehru in two parts: first as a stat
man, and then as a man. In respect
of Nehru's public life, in spite of all
that he has to say of his successes, the
overall verdict is of unrelieved failure.
There can be no disagreement over
this. My oWn verdict arrived at with-
out fraction of Mr Crocker's firsthand
knowle~ge of Nehru as Prime Minis-
ter was identical and it was often ex-
pressed in the words of Jacques Bain·
ville about Napoleon. This noted
historical writer said: "But for glory,
but for art, it were better for France
if Napoleon had not lived." Reduc·
ing the scale of impact, I would say,
and have always said, of the Nehru
before independence: But for glory
but for art, it were better for India
if Nehru had not lived. Of the Neh
after independence, I have to omit
even art and--more unreservedly glory
-it were better in every way if Nehru
had not lived. I shall not go into
my reasons for saying so. Mr Crocker'
less passional appraisement of Nehru'
failure I would ask the reader to go.
through many pages of extremely con-
crete discussion of the ilroblelQl
Nehru had to handle, which are to
be found in the book.

In regard to ,Nehru's personality
on the other hand, Mr Crocker, with
out being blind to his faults, is whole-
heartedly appreciative, over-apprecia
tive, as I see it. I am myself an a
mirer 'of Nehru, for I regarded hi
as almost the only civilized indivi
dual among our political leaders. B
his culture was very relative, largel
magnified by the lack of culture of .
colleagues, with many of whom f
reign diplomats have to deal an
from whom they suffer.

I was delighted to find that
Crocker was not taken in by two my
about Nehru: that he was an Indi
who was shaped by Harrow and Cam
bridge, or that his family was arist
cratic. He was no more the Indi
bear-cub licked into shape by the f
English institutions than I am on
In fact, there was nothing more E

,lish about him than what every I
dian with receptivity and a certai
mental constitution could get out
English literature without going
England. The stay in England m
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OUR SALES POINTS
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SIX HUNDRED IN VARIOUS
STATES WHICH BRING
FACTORY FRESH STOCKS
OF OUR POPULAR BRAND

PANGHAT VANASPATI

WITHIN YOUR EASY REACH
AT FAIR PRICES.

in their exultations, they appear to
be nobler than most contemporary
Occidentals. But this greatness comes
overwhelmingly from the starkness of
India, not £ropY the stature of her
sons.

This was what made Lord Mount-
batten, a product of the most trivial
social life in Egland, such an admirer
of Nehru. I would not say that Mr
Crocker has succumbed to that kind
'of influence, for he comes from an
.elemental country, though it is much
less powerful than India in its emo-
tional gravitation. Still, Mr Crocker
is a ·Westerner, and he would attri-
bute greatness to a man who was as
sad as Nehru was. He would not sus-
pect that this sadness is a specific con-
tribution of India to those Indians
who have life, and is not always to
be attributed te;>a superfine moral or
emotional nature.

I hope these remarks of mine will
make many Indians read Mr Crocker's'

. extJ;aordinarily interesting book.
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;ented to his colleagues who were ut-
terly unsophisticated, but basically
also to something within the Western-
er who contemplated him.

First of all, an Occidental, normal-
ly missing all the mental traits he
prizes in Indians, tends to exaggerate
their existence when he me.ets them .
in an exceptional Indian. These be-
come almost talking mongooses to
them.

Secondly, in the contemporary W·est
there is, generally speaking, a super-
ficiality and a mere o\'erspun fineness
in living ·which make the simple and
elemental aspects of the Indian cha-
racter, when they are seen in high
public positions, more prominent.

Those Indians who possess any sen-
sibility are always meeting with ele-
mental facts~nd traits, and they can-
not help being influenced by them, So
they acquire in most cases an appear-
ance of pre-occupation with great
things which they otherwise would not
have done. Both in their sadness and

ve contributed to Nehru's snobbery,
butcertainly it did nothing significant
to his culture.

His family had also nothing aris-
tocratic about it.. It belonged to the
new Indian professional class created
out of the Indian middle class by
British rule, which was an upstart
class tl}roughout, with a wide range
of social tone, from the pleasant to
the very unpleasant. It would seem
that Mr Crocker is not unaware of
the unpleasant side of this class (such
ofit at least as was residual in Nehru),
but he could not have any idea of
howsnobbish Nehru could be in his
relations with those who did not
speak English in his way, did not
have his social behaviour, or did not
belong to his set. That is not the
way of an aristocrat.

This over-estimate of J hru's per-
sonality by Westerners is ~a familiar
phenomenon to me, and I have tried
to understand it. This is due in the
firt instance to the contrast he pre-
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Jinnah and Gandhi: Their Role in India's
Quest for Freedom.
By S. K. Majumdar.
Pinna. K. L. Mukhopad yay, Cakutta.
Rs. 20.
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ney step by stei) towards an uncom-
promisingly sectarian position, was
largely determined by the twisted,
overhaughty political strategy of the
Congress (and at times, in spite of)
Gandhi's leadership.

No two men could be so unlike
each other as J innah and Gandhi.
Jinnah was a liberal constitutionalist,
extremely. 'distrustful of the masses.
Gandhi brought with him a new poli-
tical technique learnt from Thoreau
and Tolstoy. and experimented in
South Africa; in addition, he had his
own peculiar notions about the shape
and content of Swarajl which Jinnah
and many others. strongly disapproved.
The first brush between Jinnah and
Gandhi took place in 1920 when Jin-
nah along with ]ayakar, K. M. -Mun-
shi and several others resigned from
the Home Rule League in protest
against Gandhi's arbitrary action.
Again it was not Jinnah but Gandhi
who first made use of religion for
mass political appeal and launched
the Khilafat movement with the cry
of "Islam in danger." , The parting
of the ways between Gandhi and Jin-
nah came at the Nagpur Congress
(1920) where Jinnah opposed the re-
solution on Non-cooperation. But he
disagreed on political, not communal
grounds, Nehru later admitted.

Turning Point
As the Congress gradually increas-

ed its popular support, Jinnah began
. to feel more and more fearful of do-

mination by the majority. Congress
was by no means a Hindu political
organization, but it was composed
mostly of Hindus, and under Gan-
dhi's quasi-religious dispensation In-
dian nationalism, in spite of Nehru's
radical leanings or pretensions, was
not always easily distinguishable from
Hindu nationalism. The British rulers
were quick to rub it in for encourag-
ing the Muslim minority as "a make-
weight against Hindu nationalism."
Even so, the suspicions and fears of
the Muslims were not unfounded.
They were backward both education-
ally and financially. In the scramble
for jobs, the Hindus outmatched the
Muslims, and in the eventual pros-
pect of sharing power, the Muslims

Setting The Record Straight

TO have put Jinnah and Gandhi he is held responsible for the two-
together, and in that order of nation theory and all that flowed from

precedence as "pilgrims in the quest it.
of Indian freedom" offers quite a Mr Majumdar presents the tragedy,
serious' challenge to many. of the 01'- if it is really that, in a detailed his-
thodox beliefs of Indian nationalism. torical setting and sets the record
Mr Majumdar· has gone further; he straight about Jinnah's part in it.
hasset out boldly to prove that Jinnah Jinnah was not exactly the father of
was not always wrong or wronghead- Pakistan but much rather its mid-
ed; this he has done skilfully by wife. The forces which ultimately
piecing together many of the fogotten brought Pakistan into existence had
facts of the Indian national move- . been there within the Indian body-
ment. Most of us have become used politic; these for several r~asons, inter-
to \iewing Jinnah as malevolent and nal and external, steadily gained mo-
Gandhi saintly. This is not the whole mentum with the growth and spread
truth, however. Judged by the most of the Indian national movement.
crucial or dramatic event in the life Jinnah in the early part of his career
of each, Jinnah might look smaller was as much a nationalist as Gandhi.
than Gandhi; this is a point Mr He had been in the Congress long
fajumdar has slurred over so as not before Gandhi appeared and took it

to weaken his presentation of Jinnah over. As early as 1909 Jinnah in
as a pilgrim in the quest of Indian his' first speech in the Imperial Legis-
freedom. Such a pilgrim Jinnah cer- lative Council spoke strongly in. sup-
tainly was for a good part of his life. port of Gandhi's activities in South
He was not for nothing hailed ,by Africa and was rebuked by Lord
Gokhale as "the best ambassador of Minto for using harsh words against
Hindu-Muslim unity." Sarojini Naidu the South African Government. He
spoke of him in a similar vein; even did not join the Muslim League
'ehru took note of it grudgingly in founded in 1906. When in 1910 Bri-

hisAutobiography. While giving evi- tish Indian officials wanted to intro-
deuce before the Parliamentary Com- duce communal electorates in the
mittee set up ·for considering the local self-government institutions it
Montagu·Chelmsford Reforms, Jinnah was Jinnah who at the Allahabad
wa~ asked by Major Ormsby-Gore, session of the Congress moved a reso-
_l.P., "You said, you spoke from the lution condemning it. Even after join-
point of India? You speak really as' }ng the Muslim League in 1913,
an Indian nationalist?" "I do," Jinnah's earnest efforts were towards
Jinnah answea-ed. "TJlat is to say bringing the League and the Congress
that at the earliest possible moment close together. The Congress-League
ou wish to do away in pqlitical life Agreement known as the Lucknow
ith any distinction between Mahom- Pact of 1916 was 'reached mainly
edan and Hindu ?", Major Ormsby- through Jinnah's initiative; "coope-
re continue. "Yes, nothing will ration to the cause of our motherland

lease me more than when that day should be our guiding principle. In-
me~," was Jinnah's emphatic reply. dia's real progress can only be achiev-

BUI that day could never come, not ed by. a true understanding and har-
hollyon account of Jinnah, although monious relations between' the two

great sister communities," these words
of Jinnah as President of the Luck-
now session of the Muslim League in
1916 may sound ironical now in re-
trospect. But the course of Jinnah's
subsequent political career, his jour-



being a minority could not expect
much. A crucial moment of deci~ion
arose when the All-Parties Conven-
tion in 1928-29 framed a draft consti-
tution for India. Jinnal,1 pleaded for
nothing more than 33 per cent Mus-
lim representation in the Central Le-
gislatur~. Sapru was in favour but
Jayakar and others inclined towards
the Hindu Mahasabha opposed. They
even'dismissed Jinnah as representing
"a small minority of Muslims." This
was the turning point and the Con-
gress leaders, over-selfrighteous, also
over-confident of their strength, miss-
ed the great opportunity for a sensi-
ble settlement. It should stand to
Tinnah's credit that even after this, he
remained aloof from the Aga Khan's
extreme communialist politics and was

- anxious for a settlement with the Con- '
gress. In 1935 he declared that he
would never be satisfied with the
Communal Award until the two com-
munities produced a scheme of their:
own. The Congress High Command
however banked on the Nationalist
\fuslims and took no notice of Jin-
nah's repeated appeals. After the
1937 election~, the Congress, better
~ay Nehru, contemptuously turned
down the V.P. Muslim League's offer
for co-operation. For in those days
)\ehru believed that the Congress must
on no account consort with reaction-
aries! There were only two parties
in the country-the British and the
Congress, Nehru pontifically declared.
This was in 1937; in the ten years
following Nehru and the Congress
had to learn and unlearn, say and un-
say many things, none of them grace-
fully or with any remarkable degree
of political acumen. From this stage
onward Jinriah felt himself driven step
by step to take a last-ditch position.
When the Congress Ministries re-
signed in 1939 Jinnah called upon the
Muslims to celebrate a Deliveran'ce
Day. Between this Day and the Direct
Action Day of August 16, 19~6, Jin-
nah's mind was made up, the demand
for a "homeland for the Muslims"
took shape and never again was Jin-
nah to think or speak in terms of a
common destiny, for the Hindu and
Muslim's in India.

It may well be that even at this
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stage Jinnah had not made up his
mind for a division of India into two
separate sovereign States. Mr Majum-
dar has analysed a number of state-
ments on the Muslim League's Lahore
Resolution of 1940 and he is inclined
to believe that Jinnah and the Mus-
lim League would have been satisfied
with self-determination for the Mus-
lims in the Muslim-majority provinces
while retaining the political unity. of
India. Be that as it may, neither
Jinnah nor Gand,hi singly or together
could from now on keep in check the
forces brought into furious play by
all sides, the League, the Congress,
the Akhand Hindusthanis, and not-
ably the upper class Bengali Hindus,
who never could bear the idea of let-
ting their Muslim brethren have a
rightful major share of political pow-
er in the province. The 1946 elec--
tions totally routed the Nationalist
Muslims and Jirinah's political hold
over the Muslims was fully secured.
The Congress ignored the warning,
also did little or nothing to prevent
the headlong rush of events through
Direct Action followed by a chain of
frenzied killings ending ultimately. in
the Mountbatten magic of Congress-
League unity <I) for dividing the
country. Mr Majumdar believes that
partition could have been avoided but
it became inevitable because Nehru
rashly threatened to repudiate the
Cabinet Mission's Grouping Plan.
Nehru no doubt was tactless; his loud
talk was reaHy nothing but solilo-
quies to soothe his pseudo-radical feel-
ings; his vague belief in a sort of po-
pulism encouraged him to imagine
that the Muslims could be ultimately
won over simply by making an appeal
to reason. In this he was totally
wrong. For one thing, some of the
aspirations and 'many of the fears ,of
the Muslim minority were deeprooted
and genuine; these the Congress fail-
ed to deal with tactfully and imagina-
tively; for another, Nehru never quite
resolutely faced the fact that his secu-
lar and radical ideas carried little
wdight with his Congres6 ·compeers
and that many of the Congress follow-
ings were not averse to "Hindu-ising"
national politics. And this was the

trump card Jinnah
tating effect.

'Power At Any Price
Mr Majumdar presents his study a

"tbe other side of the shield of the
Jinnah-Gandhi conflict". In this he
has been less than fair to Gandhi;
besides, it is unhistorical to reduce
the history of partition to a clash of
personalities. It may be that Gandhi
could have exerted his influence with
greater eIIect to prevent the "sin" of
partition. It may. be .true also, as 1Ir
Majumdar has closely argued in de,
tail, that Jinnah was politically more
astute and Gandhi a very poor nego,
tiator. But by 1946 the positions held
by the two sides were too far apart;
things had gone far beyond anybody
bottling them up into some clever Ie,
galistic formula. And then Gandhi
was betrayed by his own trusted
lieute~ants; they were in a hurry to
take over power at any price, their big
business patrons urged them on, as
both leaders and patrons were fearful
of mass upheavals that could imperil
their political hold. Gandhi had been
killed morally and politically long be,
fore the bullets shot him down. The
"sin" of partition, which in his mo,
ment of weaknes and despair, Gandhi
acquiesced in, he had to pay for with
his life. At the other end Jinnah
brooded in silenee over his i'truncated
and moth-eaten Pakistan," and pass,
ed into nothingness.

The net result of British India's
partition can be put in a simpl~ ~oli"
tical equation-Dependent UndlVld.ed
India = In-dependent divided India,
Thus the shift in the quantities chang-
ed little and settled much less. Mr
Majumdar believes that reunion is de·
sirable' and still possible; he had bet-
ter ask the upper class Hindus of
West Bengal what they think of it.

The U.S.A. interferes neither in the
internal politics nor in the in'temal
economic structure in other count1'ies.

L. B. Johnson

Don't we all know that the term
"peoPles" is bm'rowed from Peking?

Letter in The Statesman
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ARJUN BARUI

A Latin American Future
For India?
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IT \I'ould take some believing, in
1954 or for that matter even in

]961, that t.he Prime Minister of India
should be flying to Washington with
the sale purpose of placating the
American ,President with assurances
of India's good behaviour in the field
of economic policy. It would be
equally difficult t.o believe that after
the Prime Minister of India had come
back empty-handed, with nothing but
assurances of goodwill to show for
her effort, another senior Cabinet
~finister, with avowed "socialist" be·
liefs, should go to the United States
on a begging mission. Yet this has
happened.

This ha~happened after fifteen
years'of planning mainly under the
~uidance of a socialist Prime Minister
and with the active help of economists
and technocrats who firmly -believed
in the ext.ension of the public sector
and a high rate of economic growth.
What went wrong?

True·red Marxists or fundamenta-
list socialists would claim that, of
course, this is what you would get in
a country ruled by, a predominantly
bourgeois party. They would claim
that the Congress was building capi-
ta-lismin the name of socialism all the
time. As an example of the growth
of capitalist power in. India/ one
could point to t.he fact that it was
only in the sixties that the Chambers
of Commerce dared to challenge the
Government in public and flaunt
that the Congress was largely financed
by capi talists.

But it is not inevitable that Indian
capitalism should be a mere append-
age of American business interest~.
Even today, in fact, most of the small
industries-the owners of which more
truly possess the capitalist virtues
than the giants of big business in In-
dia-are largely free of any foreign
control. So in fact most of the busi-

nessmen in India are not tainted by
any foreign association.

One could go further and claim
that most of t.he traditional industries
-and they are the industries which
are our major foreign· exchange ear-
ners-pre not I subj'ect to American
control. True, there are large British
interests in coal,' jute and t.ea indus-
tries; but these interests are not di·
rectly linked, at least financially, to
American business houses. 1£ there
are any links, they are political rather
than economic; any concessions 0b·
tained by American- business automa·
tically become available to British
busine.ss. 1£ any Indian socialists still
expect any help from the Labour
Government in Britain in the tussle
against the American Government or
against the pressures of international
finance, they should remember not
only the abject subservience of the
Labour Government to American
foreign policy but also the fact that
British business still remains the big-
gest group of foreign. investors in
India.

So the simple Marxist answer that
the Congress was building capitalism
in India in the name of socialism
does not yet tell us why this capital.
ism has to be so subservient to Ameri-
can interests. One has to probe fur·
ther and fihd out what was happen.
ing in' the economic fiel~ in the name
of the extension of the public sector
and the building of a "self-reliant
economy," (to quote from the title of
a bowdlerized version of the third
Five-Year Plan).

Three Things Overlooked
There was a _genuine belief among

many economists throughout the late
fifties that the steady extension of
the public ~ector would eventually
lead to socialism. They, however,
overlooked three things which were
happening at the same time. First,

with the quick exhaustion of foreign
exchange resources and no prospects
of a rapid growth in exports through
the policies pursued at the time, the
country was becoming very much.
more dependent on foreign assistance.
Secondly, in the name of import sub·
stitution, a large part of the resources
were being spent on consumer goods,
and what is more, a vested interest
\-vas being created for the import of
materials and goods necessary. to make
these goods in the 'future.' The in-_
dust.ries manufacturing private cars or
record-players or refrigerators could
complain of excess capacity in the
fu ture and thus claim foreign ex-
change for making luxury goods for
the elite of India. Thirdly, a large
private sector was also being created
primarily in the .field of consumer
goods aod the strength of the private
sector was being increased thereby.

There is a common fallacy about
the, political importance of the rela·
tive size of public and private sec-

,tors: It is often. thought even by,
knowledgeable persons in India that
a growing private sector cannot use
growing political influence if the
public sector is growing fast enough.
That simply, is not true; political in-
fluence is not ex~rted by chunks of
steel or blocks of concrete. Political
influence is exerted by people using
various propaganda. media, bringing
direct pressure on politicians through
threats or tempting proposals (not
necessarily bribes in money terms),
su bverting political parties, and such
other devices. A growing private sec-
tor. has a growing amount of money
for such purposes, and has a growing
amount of benefits to confer on poli-
ticians or administrators who are will-
ing to serve their interests directly or
indirectly. Mrs Gandhi can hardly
use the resources of Hindusthan
Steel to propagate socialism in India;
but a particular business family cer-

\

tainly can use the money in their
banks or their companies for spread-
ing the gospel of free enterprise. That
~ after all the difference' between
private and public property. And
that is why one needs an' ideology to
combat the more tangible lures that
private enterprise can offer to SOme



people t.o persuade all the people that
private property pays' best. The
people who were put in charge of the
new public enterprises were civil ser-
vants who were committed to order,
safe life and decency. They were not
committed to any socialist ideology;
nor did the civil service rules permit
them to have any explicit ideology.

The Congress, of course, never had
a socialist ideology in spite of the
genuinely socialistic emotions that
Nehru had. But the technocrats and
the intellectuals who went along with
the gospel of a bigger public sector
and a bigger private sector were often
doing it in the belief that this would
bring about a political climate for the
smooth transition to socialism. They
failed to grasp the fatal flaw which
the lack of a socialist ideology or a
party cadre professing socialism in-
troduced into the theory of national
control through public ownership of
the commanding heights of the eco-
nomy. On the other hand, the pri-
vate sector did not need a new ideo-
logy: it was ready-made for them in
the ideas of economic nationalism;
and they had a leadership within the
ranks of the ruling party to protect
their own interests. The technocratic
socialists underestimated the politi-
tical resourcefulness of the entrenched
interests- in towns and villages; they
made the cardinal mistake of neglect~
ing the organization of agriculture
and failing to make sure that food
production continually increases or
failing that, the ~upply of food in-
creases smoothly with increasing po-
pulation. Perhaps with the present
federal organisation of India in which
two most vital departments-agricul-
ture and education-remain the pre-
serve of the States this could not be
done. The time for doing it would
have been the middle fifties; by the
beginning of the sixties the moment
had already pai>Sed.

Avoidable
But the economists and the techno-

crats can be blamed for something
which is now threatening the political
sovereignty of India. The increasing
dependence on foreign capital.:..-par-
ticularly American capital-was avoid-
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able. Some of the conservative cri-
tics of India are right in claiming that
Indian planners typically underesti-
mated the time it would take for a
project in the new, heavy industries
sector to be set up and to begin pro-
duction at full capacity. They are
also right in claiming that India had
neglected the policy of export promo-
tion. But, of course, this last piece
of negligence is connected, on the one
hand, with the failure of India to
curb domestic consumption, particu-
larly of the richer classes and, on the
other hand, with their failure to un-
derstand and promote the factors of.
expansion in the countryside.

It is not being suggested here that
the expansion of traditional exports
alone would have promoted economic
growth. In fact, expanding the tra-
ditional exports as much as possible
at the expense of other poor countries
such as Ceylon, Indonesia, and Pakis-
tan would be playing the game of the
advanced countries: with a disastrous
fall in the prices of tea, jute, and
coffee in a glutted market every poor
country would have lost out. The
expansion of traditional exports
abroad would have to be effected
through negotiations and trade trea-
ties with other poor countries. They
would have to be accompanied by
building up new industries which add
to the productive power and not
merely to the stock of luxury goods
available to the economy. Further,
attempts would have to be made to
carry through genuine innovations in
the Indian economy.

Of course, we did not succeed in
any of these alternative courses. Our
neighbours became. either indifferent
or hostile. And our new industries
often were monuments of inefficiency
buttressed by the sacrifices of the COll-

snmers. Our technicians are even now
barred from their most productive
powers through low pay, low status,
and distrust of Indian workmanship
on the part of the bosses.

As a cumulative result of all this
we nave been reduced to depending
upon American aid to an increasing
extent. This year has been excep-
tionally bad because of the failure of
the inonsoons. But even in normal

years our imports exceeded our 'ex-
ports by between 50% and 10070'
Most of this has to be bridged by in-
flow of foreign capital. Some of that
capital has been governmental and
some private. One ,cannot regard the
inflows of government and private
capital as being really independent.
\Vhen governments hesitate to e.xtend
loans to India, private business also
feels reluctant to stake their money.
On the other side, private business
can and does exert pressure on their
home governments to lay down condi-
tions for aid to India whenever it
feels that "the economic climate
not favourable to investment".

Year of Difficulty
We now find in thit year of diffi-

culty that private foreign capital is
reluctant to come to India and that
pressures are being exerted openly
and bra'Zenly by the American Gov-
ernment on the Indian Government
for changing its economic policies.
There is also the continuing outflow
of private capital-both indigenous
and foreign-from India. Let us
note that this is the greatest
threat to economic sovereignty-and
ultimately political independence-
that India has faced since 1947. Let
us note also that the political mean
are at hand, now) to combat this
thr'eat if only we shed our illus-
sions about the nature of economic
diplomacy by \Vestern countries and
if we are prepared to tell the nation
the truth and prepare all the cla ses'
of the nation to make sacrifices not
in the name of socialism but in the
name .of the dignity of the Indian
nation.

What is the alternative to lIch a
political programme in the immediate
future? In order to answer thi
quest.ion, we should look at the role
of the Government of the United
States and American business in the
underdeveloped countries.

II

Just after independence there was
a good deal of suspicion of forei
capital in Indian business as weI
as Indian academic circles. The
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the comfortable doctrine was spread
that foreign investment is not after all
so bad, for it brings in knowledge as
well as capital goods and it adds to
the stock of the nation's capital.
Then there came up a new crop of
American aid theorists-Rostow and
Millikan can be taken as their spokes-
men-who preached that foreign aid
was good for the security of the "free
world". Foreign aid would promote
economic growth, bring about poli-
tical stability, perhaps breed demo-
cratic institutions and thus lead to
the strengthening of the "'estern
bloc.

For some years in India it looked
as if this really was true: American
aid flowed to India in bigger and big-
ger quantities, the Indian public sec-
tor grew often with the aid of foreign
countries and industrial growth was
accelerated. But there was a canker
in the flower from the very beginnin~.
Private foreign investment was not
noticeably encouraged by the obvious
prosperity of industry in India. Net
rates of profit of 10% were not good
enough for foreign capital. It wanted
rates of profit which were nearly 20%
and above. Big chunks of private
foreign investment went into the oil
industry, and the tussle between the
Indian Government and private fore-
ign capital began early in the field
of oil. At least two Cabinet Ministers
were forced ou t of office after they
had dared to tread on the toes of the
giants of ~e oil industry, and the dis·
tribution and refining of oil remain
largely in foreign private hands.

Private foreign capital, of course,
came in later into some fields such
as aluminium, machine tools, trans-
port and electrical equipment of all
kinds. For all practical purposes t·he
part of the Industrial Policy Resolu-
tion of 1956 which' reserved certain
industries for the public sector only
was torn up by the end of the Second
Five Year Plan. The retreat from
even the technocratic and bureaucra-
tic socialism of our planners started
as soon as the foreign exchange "Crisis
began. Instead of revising the st.ra-
tegy of the Plan so as to lessen de-
pendence on foreign assistance, the
Central Government went on pursu·

NOW

ing policies which gravely endangered
our balance of payments position:
as a price, it had to woo private
foreign capit.al and the respective
Western Governments more and more.
With increasing numbers of private
businessmen entering into collabora-
tion with Indian big business, the in-
fluence of foreign business on the
economic policy of the Government
of India went on increasing. We
went on paying a stiffer price for the
import of foreign capital in terms of
concessions made to foreign control
or our national enterprises. But ob-
viously, the concessions made in the
successive budgets during the Third
Five Year Plan are yet not good
enough for foreign private capital:
the net annual inflow of private
foreign capital has not increased des-
pi te the concessions, and it may well
be down to a trickle this year with
the mounting economic crisis in In-
dia. From the point of view of pri-
vate foreign capital, only the condi-
tions it obtains in Latin America or
in Pakistan are good enough: the
rates of profit must be up to 30ro
and no questions must be askecLabout
the transfer of funds under legal or
scarcely legal disguises.

'What were our technocrats during
all this period? If one looks at the
much-publicised Notes on perspective
of Development, India: 1960-61 to
1975-76 (Planning Commission, New
Delhi, April 1964) one finds that
(according to the calculations' made
in the document) India will cease to
receive foreign aid and become self-
sufficient by 1975-76. (It does not
mean that the repayments of the
debts already contracted or t.he in-
terest or dividend payments on foreign
investments will cease: it merely
means that no more new debts will
be contracted). That is a fine aim;
but one finds that net inflow of
f.oreign capital will be higher in
1965-66 than it was in 1960-61 by
Rs. 30 crores. In effect, the gross
foreign inflow will have to be much
higher than ,that, because while the
percentage of repayment and service
charges to our total exports was quite
low in 1960-61 it has grown by now
to between 15 and 25% of our total

exports (which came to Rs. 815 crores
during 1964-65 and will definitely be
lower this year).

Was there any evidence for justify-
ing the assumption made by the tech·
nocrats in 1964 that total foreign
assistance will grow rather than de·
cline? As far as one can judge from
the figures and the climate of opinion
in. the United States (which remains
far and away our biggest creditor),
none at all. Total aid doled out to
India by the Aid India Consortium
declined throughout the years 1961,
1962, 1963, and 1964. Moreover, as
we have seen, net private inflow may
not increase either.

So our planners' figure must have
been based on hope. Even hope must
have some basis in fact. Presumably,
our planners were misled by the pro-
mises ,of the big-hearted warrior eco-
nomists of the U.S.A.-people like
Professors Rostow and Millikan.
These warriors believe that if you
want the poor countries to resist the
lures of Communism, you must feed
them, and help build their industries.

World Bank
But our planners should have

noticed that the cold-hearted warriors
for democracy easily outnumbered its
large-hearted ones within the United
States itself. The World Bank, the
citadel of financial consetvation, had
been critical of the bold policies of
the Government of India at least since
1956. And it is their couns.el that
ultimately counts in American foreign
economic policy. To the World Bank,
public enterprise is almost by defi·
nition evil: even if it does not hurt
private enterprise and in fact stimu-
lat.es it through the creation of de-
mand or supply of scarce materials,
public investment in industry is to
be condemned. Hence the Indian
Government could not be provided
with substantial aid until it had em-
braced the gospel of free enterprise.
There are also influential academics
sud:l<fs Professors Hans Morgenthau
and Edwin Banfield who believe that
foreign aid to developing countries is
at best useless and at worst harmful
from a narrowly American point of
VIew (which is the only point of view
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that they, and tqe American Congress
and the American Administration
approve of). Their argument is
very simple: most of the poor coun-
tries will not develop anyhow (they
do not have the virtues of the White
Anglo-Saxon Protestants). In that
case, American aid will only promote
corruption and wastage. If the poor
countries do develop economically
they will probably turn anti-American.
So a world of poor countries, abjectly
dependent upon the Americans but
not going forward economically or
politically, is better from an Ameri-
can point of view than a world of
developing countries, because deve-
lopment might bring in instability
and pose a threat to American se-. ,
Curity.

Our aid planners had better note
that all the big-hearted warriors have
been effectively thrown out by Lyn-
don Johnson. And that, as the
United States has demonstrated in
Vietnam, in the Dominican Republic
and in Brazil, it believes in down
payment for the aid it gives: down
payment in the form of an active
f}articiPatio'/1 in policies that the
American Government considers de-
sirable. (The ideal of democracy has
little to do with such policies) .

From the U.S. point of view, there
is little incentive to give India any
aid in the near future, unless India
completely surrenders her sovereignty
or allows private foreign capital to
enter on such terms that it becomes
possible to subvert the Indian Gov-
ernment if and when the need arises.
A mere Sino-Indian confrontation is
not a good enough reason. The very
stability of the Indian Government
and the nationalistic pressures within
the country ensure that the Indian
Government will not make any con-
cessions that may favour China. Aid·
would have flown in larger q1.lantities
if the internal authority of the In-
dian Government were obviously
shaky.

Golden Opportunity
Hence the prolonged foreign ex-

change crisis is a golden opportunity
for the United States to bring India
round to her own point of view. In
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a way, the means it is using are even
more unfair than they generally are
in international diplomacy. For a
price of $300 million the Americans
want control over 490 million people;
this compares very unfavourably with
the price they have paid in Formosa,
South Korea, Philippines, not to
speak of South Vietnam.

It is obvious that no patriotic Gov-
ernment will sell itself for such a
paltry consideration; it is also true
but not so obvious that if any Gov-
ernment should feel tempted to. sell
itself for a bigger sum, that foreign
"aid" will fail to save it.

Can the Indian Government say
No? That is, first, considering the
interests of private. Indian capital, is
it possible for them to say No? The
answer is, yes, they can. Even if our
political leaders have the future of
Indian business in mind, they should
say No to the Americans. The
foreign collaborators of today will be-
come the foreign masters of IndIan
business tomorrow, as some capitalists
have already found out to their cost.

From the point 0f view of the In-
dian people, it is obvious that any
hope of obtaining economic develop-
ment through the charity of the Ame-
ricansl is illusory. The pressure of
American business and the American
Government will continually thwart
the basic organisational changes in
agriCl!lture and industry which are
necessary to increase productivity.
We will be compelled to manufacture
luxury goods when we need more
buses, more roads, and mor~ cheap
housing for the newly employed. We
will pamper the rich landlord who
does not cultivate his land, when we
ought to strengthen the hands of true
peasants and cultivators through edu-
cation and better organisation. We
will import luxury gOQds from abroad
at the expense of the Reasants and
plantation workers' producing cotton,
jute, tea, rubber, c_offee, oilseeds and
sugarcane. Some of our businessmen
will be allowed lavish expense ac-
counts by their foreign masters to
have a good time in all the European
resorts which used to be a preserve
of Indian Maharajahs, Russian prin-
ces and American millionaires. But

the small industrialists will be driven
more and more to the wall by the
foreign monopolies (as it is already
happening).

Let us then tell ourselves that we
have still got a choice: a choice not
to become another Latin American
country blessed by American capital.
And let us use this choice. Without
American aid there will be 'unem-
ployment in some sectors of the eco-
nomy. In many sectors capacity will
remain unutilized; in some of them
,the capacity should not have been
created in the first place. (What i
the' place in India of an I.C.I. tery.
lene plant, or of all the rayon factories
making artificial silk, or the furniture
factories making luxury furniture for
office blocks and houses of business
magnates ?) Let us then determine
that this is the price we will have to
pay in the short run. lIut there are
vast quantities of untapped man·
power. It is man that produces food,
and makes machines. Imported rna·
chines and iniported food will not
teach us how to stand on our own
legs, and use our own brains.

The technocrats get their blueprints
from American technology and find
~hat we need capital in the same
q anti ties as Americans do. In COUIl-
less factories set up with foreign help,
exce~sive capital has been invested,
and not enough people have been
trained. The technocrats can only
assume that the future will be like
the present: they cannot depend on
increasing the efficiency of workers be·
cause they know that their plans do
not provide for the basic changes that
can bring about an increa e in pro.
ductivity.

Inputs
The technocrats can place even Ie .

faith in the peasants. And again they
have their reason. Their blueprints
do not tell them how to get the far·
mel'S to plant rice in rows instead of
haphazardly, or how to get the pea·
sants to agree that plots should be
consolidated rather than fragmented.
These inputs (to use the technocrats'
language) cannot be quantified. But
it is this sort of input that prepares ~
nation for political independence. It
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Alternatively, we can export many of
the consumer durables at a consider-
able present sacrifice but with the
future in mind.

All this can be done in the name
<?f patriotism: when the example of
Japanese economic development is
cited, one should rememoer that the
Japanese capitalists sal/ed. They also
innovated on their own. They did
not indulge in conspicuous consump-
tion as our capitalists and technocrats
are wont to do. In order to develop
along capitalist lines our business class
must develop capitalist virtues.' Since
most of them have shown themselves
singularly bereft of these virtues, the
Government should stop pampering
them. It still has the political p9wer
to unite the whole country behind it
and to ask for sacrifices from every
section of the people and, most of all,
from the pampered capitalists. If this
power is- thrown away now, there will ,
be no retreat from increasing subser-
vience to a determined, skilful, and
brutally vengeful American Govern-
ment. Then all the c!Jtics of the In-
dian experiment will have been right:
there will no longer be a peaceful or
democratic road to economic deve-
lopment.

of their cars and went through the
protective barrage of policemen, I was
all of a sudden reminded of the spec-
tacle of a rich Marwari wedding: the
setting and the cacophony were
about identical. I tried a mental
arithmetic: add together the number
of lines of Tagore these honoured
guests have read, and then divide the
sum by their own number; the result
will be a minus"tle fraction.

On this side of the road, never
mind the drizzle, was the earnest
crowd of poets, playwrights, actors,
singers, college girls and boys, brats
hardly out of schoQl. A few short
speeches, recitations from Tagore,
songs; members of the crowd craning
their necks, alternately trying to have
a glimpse of the well·known author

. or singer who was speaking at that
particular moment, and trying to
size up what was happening on the
other side where the 'official' guests
were arriving. At the other end,
there was a swelling of the curious
group of youngsters who were a
shade more interested to get ac-
quainted with the interior of the
gleaming new building. In their na-
tural enthusiam, some of them
breached the police cordon. The as-
sembled party of policemen was in
fine mettle: the lathi charge and the
fusillade of stones were a truly, mag-
nificent finale to an extraordinary
episode.
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There is no' love lost between the
Calcutta newspapers and Utpal Dutt's
Little Theatre Group. In their
petty-mindedness, the newspapers
chose to make only a perfunctory re-
ference to the 'ceremony' that was
organised at the Maidan to cele-
brate the occasion of the two hundred
fiftieth performance of Kallol. It was
much more than a 'ceremony'; from
early afternoon, enormous crowds
had started trekking towards Espla-
nade, and by sundown, it was a vast
ocean of people. I still have a lurking
feeling that Utpal Dutt has in the
past written and produced better
plays qua plays than Kallol. But it
is not so much the quality of the
play but the rapport it has been able
to establish with the masses which

NoW

Diary
'.

The following morning, perched
against the iron railing on the other
side of Lower Circular Road-where
a couple' ,of thousand non-invitees,
who however know their Tagore, were
organising a demonstration-I saw
the industrialist alighting from his
Mercedes-Benz. There was a slow
drizzle, and a police sergeant smartly
held a deferential umbrella above his
head during the twenty paces till the
sheet glass erHrance was reached;
the industrialist disappeared inside.
But there were many more of his tribe
coming. And scores of Americans
and other foreigners. The harmony
of the white khadi apparel of the Con-
gress bosses and the lustrous colours
of the saris the chic ladies were wear-
ing. As one by, one they emerged out

ONE has often to do odd 'chores in
course of making a living, and

I was at the residence of an indus-
trialist, attending a meeting, on the
evening of Sunday, May 8. He
was dilating to us on the evils of
lndian corporate taxation and how he
has been reduced to a severe state
of penury by the inequitous economic
policies of the Government. The pro-
ctedings were suddenly interrupted by
the arrival of a special messenger,

ho had been assigned to deliver in
person the Government of West Ben-
gal's invitation to the tinduiitrialist

be present at the opening of
abindra Smarani the following
orning. The invitation was accept-
, and the discussion on the canons
taxation was resumed.

Calcutta

is also this Input-the willing effort
of hundreds of millions of human be-
ings-that can get us independence.
A plan which proposes to squander
this vital resource and depends instead
on unreliable American aid obtained
on sordid terms is worthless.

Let us then see what the basic tasks
before us ar~: we must get away
from a situation in which food short-
age can create inflation which in turn
gives an opportunity to profiteers.
Rationing and State purchase of food-
grains will not lead the farmers to
curtail their output, if at the same
time, we can ensure them a steady
price, and we can give them improv-
ed seeds, more fertilizers and more
loans on time. We must not allow
Ollr exports to fall. And the basic
source of exports is our agriculture.
Let us control the greed of the urban
elite which claims a bigger share of
the national cake than it produces.
One of the best ways of doing this is
to nationalize all urban land and to
stop all expansion of private invest-
ment in industries producing consu-
mer durables. It might be cheaper to
import cars when they are absolutely
necessary than to yield to the black-
mail of inefficient private producers.
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The released leaders of the Left
CPI were given a rece tion at the
Kallol celebration, and I saw Muzaffar
Ahmed for the first time in several
years. There is no question that he
is a terribly sick man: tiredness was
spread all around his eyes, and one
could sense the burden of oldness
slowly settling on his frail physical
frame. Political disputations range
fiercely in Bengal, and Muzaffar
Ahmed hims~lf is a fierce non-believer
in kid-glove treatment. Yet all con-
troversy ,should be !hushed, even if

keeps Kallol going for months on end.
The myopic newspapers won't tell
you this, but the mood of the masses
is angry, sullen, rebellious, and
Kallol has been adopted by the peo-
ple because, with a certain raw
courage, it give§..vent to precisely the
same emotions. It is the showman-
ship of rebellion which captivates
the people. Those who scoff at the
structural deficiencies of Kallol ought
to have dropped in at the Maidan
that particular evening: it would
have been a profound liberal educa-
tion for them. I have only the
vaguest notion about what is people's
art, but surely, there was some-
thing of tremendous social signifi-
cance in that mammoth crowd
who sat there through the even-
ing lustily cheering every invocation
of struggle and revolution through
songs, recitations and plays, and lus-
tily encoring every condemnation
of those who preach occasional com-
promise with the Establishment. And
one must also admire the daring of·
the idea to tranship the entire set of
the destroyer Khyber from way north
on Beadon Street and to plant it,
in a sort of impudent challenge, next
to the Ochterlony Monument. It was
late at night, the ratings took over
the boat and arrested the British
officers, the salvoes were fired, the red
flag went up against the sky, and the
Internationale sounded far into the
Maidan over the loudspeakers: there
was a certain eeriness in the simula-
tion which kept on haunting even
after the lights were Qut and the
crowd had melted away home, weary
but elated.

cause of wider poetry-reading, they
have achieved precisely the reverse.
They have been taken by the general
public-by which, in this context,
one of course implies the Bengali
middle class-at their face value, and
the impression that has been created
is of a batch of young people revelling
in a stunt. It is excess which killed
the cock robin. At any give'n mo-
ment, even the long-suffering Bengali
middle class, with all its sensitivity,
can only take a certain quantum
of poetry-most of which is in any
case terribly indifferent-and not
beyond. By trying to stretch the
limit of tolerance, .the poetry-
mongers have succeeded in alienating
a large gr()up of poetry-lovers, and
have drawn pon 'themselves the ac-
cusation of lack of seriousness of
purpose.

That young poets and writers are
attracted by the idea of such stunts i
in my view on a<foun~ of the spread-
ing influence of journalism over
what goes for current Bengali poetry
and literature. It is a journalistic
edict to make up by quantity what·
ever is lacking in quality. And, again
according to journalistic convention,
the worth of an individual is deter·
mind by the number of times he is
able to hit the headlines in the course
of one week. Literary patronage in
Bengal has of late become the preroga-
tive of the newspaper proprietors; it
is little surprise that values are get·
ting undermined with every day.

>II< >II<

I was mentioning to a New Del11i
economist the -prolonged drought in
the eastern part of the country, and
how this will damage the prospects
of the aus crop in West Bengal. He
enquired about the size of the crop
and I enlightened him. "So what,"
he remarked, "we will ask the Ameri·
cans to ship an extra 500,000 tons".
Maybe his nonchalance was a parody
of the pronouncements of the politi·
cians and the high civil servants he
works with day in and day out. But
even in Calcutta, I find a curi~us_
casualness in discussions about the
prospects in front of us during the
coming lean months. Following the
flop in compulsory procurement, Mr

>II<
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for a brief while, for offering a tribute
to this old man, whose life's story,
can be summed up as unshaken inte-
grity to a cause. For more thad
fifty years now, Muzaffar Ahmed has
guided and moulded th~ commuriist
movement in the country. Men have
come and gone, the enthusiasts of
yesterday have turned into the arch
enemies of today, the opportunists
and the fairweather friends have de-
parted as swifty as they had joined,
the movement has, for umpteen
number of times, gone through con-
tortions of policy and practice; there
has been the wrath of the authorities,
calumny spread by adversaries, and
organisational crisis on accounJ;., of
internal deficiencies. But the old
patriarch has survived them all:
quietly but doggedly, he has con-
tinued, through decade after succeed-
ing decade, to preach the cause. In
the winter of his life, Muzaffar Ahmed
certainly knows that Communism has
yet to bide its time in India, that
the Revolution is not quite knocking
at the door. But the sacrifices and
the sufferings of a life-time must still
add up to a whole which is deeply
satisfying. Is it the glow of the de-
votion of the innumerable followers
and admirers? Is it the calm bene-
volence which reflects on the fact
that, while individuals shed their
mortal coil, human society endures
and evolves for the better? Is it an
abstract type of detachment which
makes one disdainful of the short-
run significance of actions and pro-
cesses? The more I see the 'profes-
sional' cross-section of political
leaders crowding the curre91 genera-
tion , with their eagerness for com-
fort in living and for .compromise in
principles, the more I feel that the
old man is also the odd, man ou t.

The past fortnight has been made
miserable not only by the surfeit of
heat but also by the surfeit of poetry.
I am sorry, if I sound excessively
harsh, but the group of young men
and women who have been organising
this fad for poetry weeklies and dai-
lies are enemies of poetry. If they
thought that by stimulating such a
movement they would promote the

>II<>II<
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P. C..Sen is keeping his own counsel,
'Possibly discussing the strategy of
countering mass insurgence with the
State's Inspector-General of Police.
However, there is little inkling
either of what the Opposition par-
ties are proposing to do. Hardly
anything has been heard in re-
cent weeks about the suggestion
to set up people's committees in
the .villages to supervise the distri-
bution of food. The Non-Official
Commission which is enquiring into
tlle nature and causes of the March
disturbances has stolen a march over
the so-called Official Enquiry Com-
mission, and the Opposition parties
are basking in the reflected credit.
But, rather than worry about the
problems the people would have to
face in July 'lnd August, most of the
Opposition leaders are' seemingly
more absorbed in evolving a strategy
for next year's general election. Des-
pite the teachings of pundits regard-
ing the vanguard class and all that,
this only confirms my personal preju-
dice that, so long as the 'revolutionary'
parties are being lead by scions of the
middle class, the obsession with elec'·
tions will invariably sidet-rack the real
issues of the day.
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THE 'report of the Chanda Com-
mittee has provided newspapers

with an opportunity to go at All In-
dia Radio. The Press has never been
among the admirers of AIR; yet the
unanimity on the insufficiency of
AIR as a means of mass communica-
tion is amazing. But for a single ex-

• ception, all papers .have endorsed the
suggestion of ·the committee that
broadcasting and television should be,
placed under two separate autono-
mous corporations, though opinion
varied on other' recommendations of
the com.mittee, like introduction of
advertisement in broadcasting and ex:
pansion of television.

Dealing at some length with the
pres¢ntation of news by,AIR The In-
dian Express says the dissatisfaction
of newspaper men with the function-
ing of the Press Information Bureau
and other governmental agencies is
welL known. Fortunately, j'ournalists
do not have to rely on the PIB for
news. AIR does because it is con-
trolled by, the Government. Conse-
quently its bulletins are monotonous
and usually nothing but a repetition
of ministerial speeches. _ If the pub-
lic is expected to lend its ears to AIR,
a-nd form an opinion on vitally im-
portant matters, the entire pattern of
news presentation will have to change.
In a ountry as educationally back-
ward as India, a vibrant democracy
can only function if AIR presents dis-
cussions on subjects where a wide
spectrum of views comes into play.
Since it is unrealistic to expect any.
Government to 'allow one of its own
departments to criticise and evaluate
its policies publicly, the need for a
truly autonomous corporation i$ evi-
dent. The paper canI].ot understand
why the Government should be so
pig-headed about advertising and al-
low any outflow of revenue to foreign
commercial broadcasting companies.

Approving almost every suggestion
of the committee' The Hindustan

Times complains that AIR has failed
to get out of the mental and adminis-
trative grooves into which it was
placed originally. Instead of reflect-
ing the mood of the new society tak-
ing shape in India and catering to
its various needs, AIR has grown
into a sort of "noisy town-crier" {or
the Government and its Ministers.
Though some feeble attempts have
been made in recent mbnths at releas-
ing AIR ftom the strait-jacket of
bureaucratic and mini~.terial thinking,
such endeavour cannot achieve much
as long as AIR is a department of
the Government bound by. official
directions in the same way as the Coal
Board or the Special Police Estab-
lishment. The' paper commends the
committee's "wise" 'suggestion for a
separate corporation for television.
Its argument is that a medium which
is only now. developing in this country
should not be burdened with public
suspicion earned by,~ allied though
older medium. In the difficult finan-
cial circumstances of the country the
paper cannot suggest that television
be developed as another form of UT-

ban entertainment. But it must be
used as a means of carrying knowledge
quickly to the villages. Through a
judicious introduction of commercials,
as recommended by the committee, it
should be possible for television to
pay for at least part of its way.

The Times of 'India will not be
sati~fied with the creation of an auto-
nomous corporation-alone, for its in-
dependence will depend not so much
on legal provisions as on the standing
and integrity of the men who form'
its board of governors. The selection
of the board will therefore be the true
test of the Government's intentions.
The paper is not in favour of the sug-
gestion that the Extenal Affairs Min-
istry should not only pay for but also
have effective control over external
broadcasts. In that event, the exter-
nal services will incur the risk of be-
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Family planning is the one pro-
gmmme which can really be called a
peoPle's programme; it is at leaSt as
important as the fertilizer programme.

Editorial in The Statesman

Mukerjee, M.P., that the correspon-
dent had in his dispatch on Mr Asoka

. Mehta's report to the Lok Sabha on
his recent tour abroad made observa·
tions "which are factually, incorrect
and unfairly slanted". In a letter to
the editor Mr Mukerjee maintained
that an exact record of the proceed-
ings would show that, in spite of what
the parliamentary correspondent
wrote, none of Mr Mukerjee's remarks
about Mr Mehta was expunged by
the Speaker. Mr Mukerjee had other
objections to the dispatch but they
could be dismissed on the grounds
that a correspondent's impression of
the duel need not necessarily taU)
with Mr Mukerjee's. These other
objections have been ignored by the
editor, but in a footnote to the letter
he has dealt with the question of fac-
tual inaccuracy. According to him,
the parliamentary correspondent re-
ported that "Mr Mehta later had the
satisfaction of hearing the Speaker
expunge some of the Communist
.members' remarks". The editor con-
tended that the remarks made by some
Communist members, as they were
leaving the House, not specifically Mr
Mukerj'ee's, were in fact expunged.

If the somewhat cumbrous construc-
tion is ignored, the correspondent has
a case. But the report as published
in the Calcutta edition of The States-
man does not corroborate the conten-
tion in the footnote. The published
report says:. "And Mr Mehta later
had the satisfaction of hearing the
Speaker expunge some of the Com·.
munist member's remarks". In th~
context in which the sentence appears
the Communist member in question
can only be Mr Mukerjee. Maybe the
correspondent's dispatch was exactly
what the footnote says it was. Maybe
the change is some sub-editor's doing,
as the editor of another national daily
had told the Speaker of the Lok Sabha
in connection -\vith a privilege issue.
But outsiders have to go by publishe1
reports.

Correspondents In Distress
Being a journalist of sorts, I, can

have no objection to editors standing
by their correspondents in distress.
Not all editors care to offer this pro-
tection, especially if a correspondent
gets involved in controversies which
touch parliamentary privilege. It was,
therefore, heartening to' find the
editor of The Statesman defendin~
his parliamentary correspondent
against an allegation by Mr Hiren

ing invariably late with" both ne'ws
and views, for they may have to wait
every time for an autltoritative inter-
pretation oLevents from the Ministr.y_
The committee's suggestion for intro-
duction of advertisement in broad-
casts is unexceptionable, but caution
should be exercised against indiscri-
minate introduction of TV commer-
cials. The paper is in complete
agreement with the committee's criti-
cism of the "half-hearted' and hesi-
tant" way in which the Government
has taken up the challenge of televi-
sion. No country, however poor, can
any longer dismiss this audio-visual
aid to education as a luxury.

guards are applied, but the committee
has, the paper say.s, somewhat "naive
expectations" of what advertisers will
want in return for their money.

_Unlike other papers Patriot has
found nothing in the committee's re-
port worthy of support. The result
of the committee's sixteen-month
effort is a "very pedestrian" affair. In
parts it almost reads like a document
prepared by the Swatantra Party, for
example, the recommendatiort for im-
port of low-cost radio receiving sets
on lines similar to PL 480, and for
rescinding regulations which place
ceilings on individual earnings in
order to encourage class artists. In
the paper's opinion -the committee's

"Televised Magic" most cogent reason for conversion
The Statesman has once again criti- ?f AIR into a corporation is also its

cised the committee for its undimi- weakest. Had AIR been a plant for
nished faith in "televised magic". It manufacture of steel or machinery,
notes, however, that the committee, the committee's argument would have
though convinced that TV's essentia- had great validity. But as an instit~-
lity should no longer be questioned tion with responsibilities in the crea-
and its introduction on a massive tive arts and the most important
scale no longer deferred, has not gone medium for moulding public opi-
to the extent of suggesting that exist- nion, its objectivity agd freedom have
ing media should be discarded to to be jealously. guarded. The form of
leave the field free for television. the corporation managed by'a board
Some of the suggestions made by the of members drawn from diverse fields
committee for reform and improve- of national life may expose AIR to

ent of AIR app ar sens'ble though an evil from which it has so far beenmel ,
its findings on the technical, organisa- protected-the ideology and culture
tional and functional aspects of the of private enterprise. The com-
existing system do not contain much mittee's suggestion for introduction
that was previously unknown or un- of advertising under certain safe-
suspected. An autonomous public guards is the thin end of the wedge.
corporation may, not b€ the sole ans- Apart from objections in principle, it
wer to the needs of broadcasting in should be rej'ect:d for the simple r~a-
India, but it certainly is the first or- _ son that. P?llutiOn of. the. all' WIth
ganisational requirement for infusing commerClahs.m of thIS kmd sho~ld
into the syStem some freshness, vigour not be permItted. The paper advIses
and independence. There are cer- th: G~vernmen~ to approach the ~om-
tainly areas in whic he Government mIt tee s conclusiOns wIth reservations.
should be free to use radio in the
pursuit of unquestionable national
objectives but, as far as possibl~, they
should be clearly demarcated. The
paper has no objection to the com-
mittee's recommendation that the ex-
ternal services division should be self-
contained, with separate technical
facilities and staff and be fin<;lnced
wholly by the External Affairs Min-
istry. As regards commerCial adver-
tising, there can be no basic objection
to it, if proper restrictions and safe-
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C.I.A. And C.C.F.

Letters

I have seen Mr R. K. Madhavan's
'delayed postscript' in the issue' of
Now dated May 13, 1966. Mr Madha-
van is obviously taken in by, the arti-
cles in the New York Times about the
Central Intelligence Agency. I am not
interested in arguing with those who
have already made up thlltr mind on

sion to get away with it. Secondly,
the character around whom the play
is built, Bithi, though ably, acted by
Shelley Pal, fails to establish a sym·
pathetic rapport with the audience.
She is a typenther than a leading chao
racter and is a bit tiresome in patches.
Indeed at the end at the climactic con-
frontation between mother and
daughter, one finds that the former
has usurped the pity that was the
latter's due. The down-to-earth mo-
ther, a creature of flesh and blood,
has been effectively portrayed by
Dipali Chak.rabarti. In sum, ]akhan
Eka turns out to be a play that does
not quite come off.

Keep Stalion premise. cleen.
Nation's heel1h Is Importanl.

Advance booking pf li.ckel.
.aves lest minute worry.

Detention hampe"
Defence eflorts. Pull chain
only when you muSI.

IliIH
A queue helps-whether In
buying tickets or showing
tlcketl allhe gate.

One evening, the scattered family
-Bithi's sister and brother, brother-
in-law and sister-in-law-are gathered
at the parents' home. The little place
is done up and all are dressed -in their
Sunday best. Good cheer is at hand,
and the kettle is on the boil. The
stage is set to w,elcome Chinmoy.

Chinmoy, of course, does not come.
The postman delivers a letter, Chin-
moy's valedictory to. Bithi. Then fol-
low a momentary lull, tears, a tiff be-
tween the mother and the daughter.
But life must go on and the hoi polloi
must have their tea. So while others
revert to small talk and tea, Bith{
stands aloof, in loneliness and tears
-an alien in the family, a Galatea
turned into Niobe, forsaken by her
ideologue-Pygmalion.

Such is a bald summary of the play
Jakhan Eka depicting the plight of
an idealistic dreamer in the slaughter
house of reality. Though the produc-
tion is deft and acting generally good,
it hardly succeeds in registering the
desired impact for two main reasons.
First, one knows what is coming,
which is not necessarily a handicap;
but this play does not have the ten-

-In step with the accelerated pace of a marching nation.

Minimum luggage mean.
more accommodatlon.

MI.8
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JAKHAN Eka (When Alone),
Nandikar's latest production,

based on a play by Arnold Wesker,
opened at Mukto Angan last week be-
fore it was gutted in a fire.

A young girl, Bithi. goes to Delhi,
discovers her hero in a Communist
intellectual, Chinmoy, and, in due
course, gets engaged to him. Laden
witli love and romanticised Marxism,
(spelt Chinmoy), the traveller re-
turns home to break the good news to
her family. To her mother, who firm-
ly believes that an unlanced boil can
lead to thrombosis and who is for ever
busy fighting the hortors of poverty,
the starry-eyed daughter lectures on
the futility of greasy domesticities,
the ennobling powers of the arts and
on the great deprivations of her child-
hood ... the tragedy of growing up
in a home bereft of books and culture.
In all this, the voice is the voice of
Bithi, but the words are the words
of Ghinmoy.

By A DRAMA CRITIC

Conserve resources. Travel
onl,y when you mUll. Save
man· hours by following
simple hints.

Waiting For Chinmoy
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bring in rice from the poor rural
areas to feed the richer peopfe in the
statutory rationed area are not being
condemned. Mr Mohan also says
that this smuggling "is going on right
under the nose of the police". Accord-
ing to Press reports, it appears that
the police have been trying to stop
the smuggling at various places but
they are attacked by smugglers. and
their associates. Since right-thinking -
sections of the public have not pro·
tested against the activities of the
smugglers, it would not be fair to con-
demn the pplice alone. If Mr Mohan
[eels that this smuggling is bad for
the country's economy, we should ex-
pect him to say so. We would also
certainly expect you to mention this
in your editorial comments.

S. P. BANER]l
Calcutta

Rice Smugglers

Kindly refer to Mr J. Mohan's
"Calcutta Diary," of 13-5-66~ What he
has said about the smuggling is a
true picture, but t.he smugglers who

the relevant criterion would be, not
the alleged source or sources of its
funds but the nature of its work. I
would have also thought that those
who lapped up their irresponsible
statements of the New York Times
contributor would have cared to read
the letters of the Editors of Encounter
and well-known scholars and critics
of American policy like J. K. Gal-
braith, George Kennan, Robert
Oppenheimer and Arthur Schlesinger,
Jr. published in New York Times of
May 9 and 10, 1966. But then one
does not expect an ideologically mo-
tivated critic to find out the relevant:
facts before open.ing his mouth.

, A. B. SHAH
Executive Secretary

Indian Commitee for Cultural
. Freedom, Bombay

Air Conditioning Corporation ltd.,
Calcutta : BOl1}bay : New Delhi : Madras .
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"ACCOOLER" WATER COOLERS A.C.
10 to 60 Gallon Capacity.

(.ACCAIRE" ROOM AIR CONDITIONER A.C.

1 Ton & 1~ Ton Capacity

ideological grounds and are on the
look-out for any stick with which they
can beat those whom they, consider
obstacles in their path. My only pur-
pose in writing this letter to you for
publication in Now is to put a ques-
tion for the consideration of those of
your readers who do not suffer from
McCarthyism in :r:everse: if the C,I.A.
has succeeded in utilizing ~or its pur-
poses the Congress for Cultural Free-
dom simply because Foundations like
the Ford Foundation are supposed to
have received funds from it, by the
same logic one must accept that a
large number of Indian universities
and research institutions have also
been working, of course,' unwittingly,
for the C.I.A. One may even go fur-
ther and argue that, since the Govern-
ment of India has been openly asking
for and receiving large amounts 01'-
aid from th.e U.S. and other foreign
countries, it has been all along work-
ing as an instrument of all these donor
countries.

I would have thought that in judg-
ing the character of any institution

r,
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